Shepherds Auctions
Indoor and Outdoor Sofas and Furniture from Costco, John
Lewis.

Unit 1 Bealey Ind Est
Dumers Lane
Radcliffe
Lancashire
M26 2BD
United Kingdom

Ended 19 May 2019 18:42 BST

Lot

Description

1

2 seater Leather manual reclining sofa, mechanism is tested working

2

Caroline Recling Armchair, Mechanism is tested working

3

Laura Ashley Cream double bed frame complete with slats, Plastic Clips and fixings (we havent checked all bolts are present but vendor
informs us they should be)

4

Costco 6 piece Nursery furniture set, we have no idea what this entails as we cannot find it on Costco website, we believe it to be white,
it is still banded to the pallet as it arrived from Costco so it is unchecked, the only sets on the website are 4 piece ones and they retail at
around £1900!!!

5

La-z-Boy 3 seater Reclining sofa with Power supply

6

Grey Sofa bed with drop down back.

7

Costco Leather effect drop down back sofa bed, no fixings to attach to base

8

2 seater Leather manual reclining sofa, mechanism is tested working

9

Abbyson Furniture leather armchair

10

Barca Lounger Red Leather Manual Reclining Arm chair, Looks New and Unused, just missing a 2 Bolts to attach the chrome feet this
could easily be purchased from a DIY store, RRP Circa œ599

11

Polaski Brown manual reclining armchair, the reclining mechanism is working.

12

M-Star 6 piece sectional sofa, RRP Circa œ1000

13

Costco 3 piece L Shaped Sofa with chaise, RRP Circa œ1200

14

Costco Italian Leather 2 seater cream sofa

15

2 seater Brown Leather sofa.

16

6 Seater Tile topped table and 6 Chairs, one of the chairs is damaged and one of the corners of the table

17

Compact Wooden dining table set with 4 chairs

18

Costco Itailian Leather Grey/Black 2 seater manual reclining sofa, the recline mechanism is in full working order.

19

M-Star 6 piece sectional sofa, RRP Circa œ1000

20

Wooden Office desk with flip front drawer, few marks but aoverall in good condition

21

John Lewis Elena Corner sofa.

22

Callagaris 4 seater glass topped table with 4 chairs

23

White Singel Bed with Trundle pull out under bed, unchecked but looks like may have some damage

24

2 seater wooden garden bench

25

Rattan corner sofa dining set

